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CELLS AND CACTI
by
CÉDRIC BONNAFÉ
Abstract. — Let (W,S) be a Coxeter system, let ϕ be a weight function on S and let
CactW denote the associated cactus group. Following an idea of I. Losev, we construct
an action of CactW ×CactW on W which has nice properties with respect to the parti-
tion of W into left, right or two-sided cells (under some hypothesis, which hold for
instance if ϕ is constant).It must be noticed that the action depends heavily on ϕ.
Let (W,S) be a Coxeter systemwith S finite and letϕ be a positiveweight function
on S as defined by Lusztig [Lu2]. We denote by CactW the Cactus group associated
with W , as defined for instance in [Lo] (see also Section 5). In [Lo], I. Losev
has constructed, whenever W is a finite Weyl group and ϕ is constant, an action
of CactW ×CactW on W which satisfies some good properties with respect to the
partition of W into cells. His construction is realized as the combinatorial shadow
of wall-crossing functors on the category O .
In [Lo, §5.1], I. Losev suggested that this action could be obtained without any
reference to some category O , and thus extended to other types of Coxeter groups
and general weight functions ϕ, using some recent results of Lusztig [Lu3]. This
is the aim of this paper to show that Losev’s idea works, by using slight exten-
sions of results from [BoGe] and assuming that some of Lusztig’s Conjectures
in [Lu2, §14.2] hold, as in [Lu3]. Note that, if ϕ is constant, then these Conjectures
hold, so this provides at least an action in the equal parameter case: if moreover
W is a Weyl group, this action coincides with the one constructed by Losev [Lo].
Let us now state our main result. If I ⊂S, we denote by WI the subgroup gener-
ated by I and by ϕI the restriction of ϕ to I . If C is a left (respectively right) cell,
then H L[C ] (respectively H R [C ]) denotes the associated left (respectively right)
H -module and c L
w
(respectively c R
w
) denotes the image of the Kazhdan-Lusztig
basis element Cw in this module (see §1.A). Finally, we set µ2 = {1,−1}.
The author is partly supported by the ANR (Project No ANR-12-JS01-0003-01ACORT).
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Theorem.— Assume that Lusztig’s Conjectures P1, P4, P8 and P9 in [Lu2, §14]
hold for all triples (WI , I ,ϕI ) such that WI is finite. Then there exists an action
of CactW × CactW on the set W such that, if we denote by τLϕ (respectively τ
R
ϕ
) the
permutation of W obtained through the action of (τ,1) ∈ CactW × CactW (respectively
(1,τ)∈CactW ×CactW ), then:
(a) If C is a left cell, then τL
ϕ
(C ) is also a left cell. Moreover, there exists a sign map
η
τ,ϕ
L : W → µ2 such that the A-linear map H
L[C ]
∼
−→H L[τL
ϕ
(C )], c L
w
7→ η
τ,ϕ
L,w c
L
τLϕ (w )
is an isomorphism of leftH -modules.
(a′) If C is a right cell, then τR
ϕ
(C ) is a also right cell. Moreover, there exists a sign map
η
τ,ϕ
R : W → µ2 such that the A-linear mapH
R[C ]
∼
−→H R[τR
ϕ
(C )], c R
w
7→ η
τ,ϕ
R ,w c
R
τRϕ (w )
is an isomorphism of rightH -modules.
(b) If w ∈W , then τL
ϕ
(w )∼R w and τRϕ(w )∼L w .
Commentary.— Lusztig [Lu2, §14.2] proposed several Conjectures relating the
so-called Lusztig’s a-function and the partition of W into cells. Throughout this
paper, the expression Lusztig’s Conjecture Piwill refer to [Lu2, §14.2, Conjecture Pi]
(for 1¶ i ¶ 15). For instance, they all hold if ϕ is constant [Lu2, §15]. 
Acknowledgements.— I wish to thank warmly I. Losev for sending me his first
version of [Lo], and for the e-mails we have exchanged afterwards.
1. Notation
Set-up. We fix a Coxeter system (W,S), whose length function
is denoted by ℓ : W → N. We also fix a totally ordered abelian
group A and we denote by A the group algebra Z[A ]. We use an
exponential notation for A:
A =⊕a∈AZv
a where v a v a
′
= v a+a
′
for all a , a ′ ∈A .
If a 0 ∈ A , we write A¶a 0 = {a ∈ A | a ¶ a 0} and A¶a 0 =
⊕a∈A¶a0Zv
a ; we define similary A<a 0 , A¾a 0 , A>a 0 . We denote by
: A → A the involutive automorphism such that v a = v −a for
all a ∈ A . Since A is totally ordered, A inherits two maps
deg : A →A ∪{−∞} and val : A →A ∪{+∞} respectively called
degree and valuation, and which are defined as usual.
We also fix a weight function ϕ : S → A>0 (that is, ϕ(s ) =
ϕ(t ) for all s , t ∈ S which are conjugate in W ) and, if I ⊂ S, we
denote by ϕI : I →A>0 the restriction of ϕ.
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1.A. Cells. — Let H =H (W,S,ϕ) denote the Iwahori-Hecke algebra associated
with the triple (W,S,ϕ). This A-algebra is free as an A-module, with a standard
basis denoted by (Tw )w∈W . The multiplication is completely determined by the
following two rules:(
Tw Tw ′ = Tw w ′ if ℓ(w w ′) = ℓ(w )+ ℓ(w ′),
(Ts − v ϕ(s ))(Ts + v −ϕ(s )) = 0 if s ∈S.
The involution on A can be extended to an A-semilinear involutive automor-
phism :H →H by setting T w = T −1w−1 . Let
H<0 = ⊕
w∈W
A<0Tw .
If w ∈W , there exists [Lu2] a unique Cw ∈H such that(
C w =Cw ,
Cw ≡ Tw modH<0.
It is well-known [Lu2] that (Cw )w∈W is an A-basis ofH (called the Kazhdan-Lusztig
basis) and we will denote by hx ,y ,z ∈ A the structure constants, defined by
Cx Cy =
∑
z∈W
hx ,y ,z Cz .
We also write
Cy =
∑
x∈W
p ∗
x ,y
Tx ,
with p ∗
x ,y
∈ A. Recall that p ∗
y ,y
= 1 and p ∗
x ,y
∈ A<0 if x 6= y .
We will denote by ¶L , ¶R , ¶LR , <L, <R , <LR , ∼L , ∼R and ∼LR the relations de-
fined in [Lu2] and associated with the triple (W,S,ϕ): the relation ¶L is the finest
preorder on W such that, for any w ∈W , ⊕x ¶L w ACx is a left ideal ofH , while ∼L
is the associated equivalence relation associated (the other relations are defined
similarly, by replacing left ideal by right or two-sided ideal). Also, we will call
left, right and two-sided cells the equivalence classes for the relations ∼L , ∼R and
∼LR respectively. If C is a left cell, we set
H ¶L C = ⊕
w ¶L C
A Cw , H
<LC = ⊕
w<LC
A Cw and H L[C ] =H ¶L C/H <LC .
These are left H -modules. If w ∈ C , we denote by c L
w
the image of Cw in the
quotientH L[C ] andH ¶L C and H <LC might be also denoted byH ¶L w and H <L w
respectively: it is clear that (c L
w
)w∈C is an A-basis of H L[C ]. If C is a right (respec-
tively two-sided) cell, we define similarly H ¶R C , H <RC and H R [C ] (respectively
H ¶LR C ,H <LRC andH LR[C ]), as well as c R
w
(respectively c LR
w
).
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1.B. Parabolic subgroups. — We denote by P (S) the set of subsets of S. If I ⊂S,
we denote by WI the standard parabolic subgroup generated by I and by X I the
set of elements x ∈ W which have minimal length in x WI . We also define prIL :
W →WI and prIR : W →WI by the following formulas:
∀ x ∈ X I , ∀ w ∈WI , pr
I
L
(x w ) = w and prI
R
(w x−1) = w .
If δ : WI → WI is any map, we denote by δL : W → W and δR : W → W the maps
defined by
δL(x w ) = xδ(w ) and δR(w x−1) =δ(w )x−1
for all x ∈ X I and w ∈ WI (see [BoGe, §6]). We denote by δop : WI → WI the map
defined by
δop(w ) =δ(w −1)−1
for all w ∈ W . Note that δR = ((δop)L)op. If σ : W → W is any automorphism such
that σ(S) =S, then
(1.1) σ ◦prI
L
= pr
σ(I )
L ◦σ and σ ◦pr
I
R
= pr
σ(I )
R ◦σ.
If E is a set and µ : WI →E is any map, we define µL : W →E (respectively µR : W →
E ) by
µL =µ ◦pr
I
L
(respectively µR =µ ◦prIR (w ).
For instance, prIL = (IdWI )L and pr
I
R = (IdWI )R .
The Hecke algebra H (WI , I ,ϕI ) will be denoted by HI and will be viewed as a
subalgebra ofH in the natural way. It follows from the multiplication rules in the
Hecke algebra that the right HI -module H is free (hence flat) with basis (Tx )x∈X I .
This remark has the following consequence (in the next lemma, if E is a subset of
H , thenH E denotes the left ideal generated by E ):
Lemma 1.2. — If I and I′ are left ideals ofHI such that I⊂ I′, then:
(a) H I=⊕x∈X I TxI.
(b) The natural mapH ⊗HI I→H I is an isomorphism of leftH -modules.
(c) The natural mapH ⊗HI (I
′/I)→H I′/H I is an isomorphism of leftH -modules.
Let Pf(S) (respectively Pir,f(S)) denote the set of subsets I of S such that WI is
finite (respectively such that WI is finite and the Coxeter graph of (WI , I ) is con-
nected). If I ∈Pf(S), we denote by w I the longest element of WI and we set
ωI : WI −→ WI
w 7−→ w I w w I .
It is an automorphism of WI which satisfies ωI (I ) = I . If W is finite, then wS will
be denoted by w0, according to the tradition. Also, ωS will be denoted by ω0.
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If I ∈Pf(S), we denote by aI : WI →A the Lusztig’s a-function defined by
aI (z ) = max
x ,y∈WI
deg(hx ,y ,z )
for all z ∈WI . We also set αI (z ) = aI (w I z )−aI (z ). If W itself is finite, then aS and αS
will be simply denoted by a and α respectively.
1.C. Descent sets. — If w ∈W , we set
L (w ) = {s ∈S | s w <w } and R(w ) = {s ∈S | w s <w }.
Then L (w ) (respectively R(w )) is called the left descent set (respectively right de-
scent set) of w : it is easy to see that they both belong to Pf(S). It is also well-
known [Lu2, Lemma 8.6] that the mapL : W →Pf(S) (respectively R : W →Pf(S))
is constant on right (respectively left) cells.
1.D. Cells and parabolic subgroups. — We will now recall Geck’s Theorem
about the parabolic induction of cells [Ge1]. First, it is clear that (Cw )w∈WI is the
Kazhdan-Lusztig basis ofHI . We can then define a preorder ¶IL and its associated
equivalence class ∼IL on WI in the same way as ¶L and ∼L are defined for W . We
define similarly ¶IR , ∼
I
R , ¶
I
LR and ∼
I
LR . If w ∈W , then there exists a unique a ∈ X I
and a unique x ∈WI such that w = ax : we then set
G I
w
= Ta Cx .
It is easily seen that (G I
w
)w∈W is an A-basis of H so that we can write, for b ∈ X I
and y ∈WI ,
Cby =
∑
a∈X I
x∈WI
p I
a ,x ,b ,y
Ta Cx ,
where p Ia ,x ,b ,y ∈ A.
Theorem 1.3 (Geck). — Let E be a subset of WI such that, if x ∈ E and if y ∈WI is such
that y ¶IL x , then y ∈ E . Let I=⊕w∈E A Cw . Then
H I= ⊕
w∈X I ·E
A G I
w
= ⊕
w∈X I ·E
A Cw .
In particular, if w , w ′ are elements of W are such that w ¶L w ′ (respectively w ∼L w ′),
then prIL(w )¶
I
L pr
I
L(w
′) (respectively prIL(w )∼
I
L pr
I
L(w
′)).
Moreover, if a , b ∈ X I and x , y ∈WI , then:
(a) p Ib ,y ,b ,y = 1.
(b) If ax 6= by , then p Ia ,x ,b ,y ∈A<0.
(c) If ax 6= by and p Ia ,x ,b ,y 6= 0, then a < b , ax ¶ by and x ¶
I
L y .
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Corollary 1.4 (Geck). — We have:
(a) ¶IL and ∼
I
L are just the restriction of ¶L and ∼L to WI (and so we will use only the
notation ¶L and ∼L).
(b) If C is a left cell in WI , then X I ·C is a union of left cells of W .
2. Preliminaries
Hypothesis and notation. In this section, and only in this sec-
tion, we fix an A-moduleM and we assume that:
(I1) M admits an A-basis (mx )x∈X , where X is a poset. We set
M<0 =⊕x∈X A<0mx .
(I2) M admits a semilinear involution :M →M . We set
Mskew = {m ∈M | m +m = 0}.
(I3) If x ∈ X , then m x ≡mx mod

⊕
y<x
Amy

(I4) If x ∈ X , then the set {y ∈ X | y ¶ x } is finite.
Proposition 2.1. — The Z-linear map
M<0 −→ Mskew
m 7−→ m −m
is an isomorphism.
Proof. — First, note that the corresponding result for the A-module A itself holds.
In other words,
(2.2) The map A<0→Askew, a 7→ a −a is an isomorphism.
Indeed, if a ∈ Askew, write a =
∑
γ∈Γ
rγv γ, with rγ ∈Z. Now, if we set a− =
∑
γ<0
rγv γ ∈
A<0, then a = a−−a−. This shows the surjectivity, while the injectivity is trivial.
Now, let Λ :M<0 →Mskew, m 7→m −m . For X ⊂ X , we setMX =⊕x∈XA mx and
MX
<0
=⊕x∈XA<0 mx . Assume that, for all x ∈X and all y ∈ X such that y ¶ x , then
y ∈X . By (I3),MX is stabilized by the involution . Since X is the union of such
finite X (by (I4)), it shows that we may, and we will, assume that X is finite. Let
us write X = {x0,x1, . . . ,xn} in such a way that, if x i ¶ x j , then i ¶ j (this is always
possible). For simplifying notation, we set mx i = m i . Note that, by (I3),
(∗) m i ∈m i +

⊕
0 ¶ j<i
A m j

.
In particular, m 0 = m0.
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Now, let m ∈ M<0 be such that m = m and assume that m 6= 0. Write m =∑r
i=0
a i m i , with r ¶ n , a i ∈ A<0 and a r 6= 0. Then, by (I2),
m ≡ a r m r mod

⊕
0 ¶ j<i
Am j

.
Since m = m , this forces a r = a r , which is impossible (because a r ∈ A<0 and a r 6= 0).
So Λ is injective.
Let us now show that Λ is surjective. So, let m ∈Mskew, and assume that m 6= 0
(for otherwise there is nothing to prove). Write m =
∑r
i=0
a i m i , with r ¶ n , a i ∈ A
and a r 6= 0. We shall prove by induction on r that there exists µ ∈M<0 such that
m =µ−µ. If r = 0, then the result follows from (2.2) and the fact that m 0 = m0. So
assume that r > 0. Then
m +m ≡ (a r +a r )m r modM
Xr−1 ,
whereXj = {x0,x1, . . . ,x j }. Since m +m = 0, this forces a r ∈ Askew. So, by (2.2), there
exists a ∈ A<0 such that a −a = a r . Now, let m ′= m −a m r +a m r . Then m ′+m ′ = 0
and m ′ ∈ ⊕0 ¶ j<r A m j . So, by the induction hypothesis, there exists µ′ ∈M<0 such
that m ′ = µ′ −µ′. Now, set µ = a m r +µ′. Then µ ∈M<0 and m = µ−µ = Λ(µ), as
desired.
Corollary 2.3. — Let m ∈M . Then there exists a unique M ∈M such that(
M = M ,
M ≡m modM<0.
Proof. — Setting M = m +µ, the problem is equivalent to find µ ∈M<0 such that
m +µ= m+µ. This is equivalent to find µ∈M<0 such that µ−µ= m−m : since m−
m ∈Mskew, this problem admits a unique solution, thanks to Proposition 2.1.
The Corollary 2.3 can be applied to the A-module A itself. However, in this case,
its proof becomes obvious: if a ◦ =
∑
γ∈Γ
a γv γ, then a =
∑
γ ¶ 0
a γv γ+
∑
γ>0
a−γv γ is
the unique element of A such that a = a and a ≡ a ◦ mod A<0.
Corollary 2.4. — LetX be a subset of X such that, if x ¶ y and y ∈X , then x ∈X . Let
M ∈M be such that M = M and M ∈MX +M<0. Then M ∈MX .
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Proof. — Let M0 ∈MX be such that M ≡M0 modM<0. From the existence state-
ment of Corollary 2.3 applied toMX , there exists M ′ ∈MX such that M
′
= M ′ and
M ′ ≡ M0 modMX<0. The fact that M = M
′ ∈MX now follows from the uniquenes
statement of Corollary 2.3.
Corollary 2.5. — Let x ∈ X . Then there exists a unique element Mx ∈M such that(
M x = Mx ,
Mx ≡mx modM<0.
Moreover, Mx ≡mx mod ⊕y<x A<0my and (Mx )x∈X is an A-basis ofM .
Proof. — The existence and uniqueness of Mx follow from Corollary 2.3. The
statement about the base change follows by applying this existence and unique-
ness toM Xx , where Xx = {y ∈ X | y ¶ x }.
Finally, the fact that (Mx )x∈X is an A-basis of M follows from the fact that the
base change from (mx )x∈X to (Mx )x∈X is unitriangular.
3. Cellular pairs
We set µ2 = {1,−1}. The following definition extends slightly [BoGe, Defini-
tion 4.1]:
Definition 3.1. — Let δ : W →W and µ : W →µ2, w 7→µw be two maps. Then the pair
(δ,µ) is called left cellular if the following conditions are satisfied for every left cell C of
W :
(LC1) δ(C ) is also is a left cell.
(LC2) The A-linear map (δ,µ)C :H L[C ]→H L[δ(C )], c Lw 7→ µw c
L
δ(w ) is an isomorphism
of leftH -modules.
It is called strongly left cellular if it is left cellular and if satisfies moreover the following
condition:
(LC3) If w ∈W , then δ(w )∼R w .
If µ is constant and δ satisfies (LC1) and (LC2) (respectively (LC1), (LC2) and (LC3)), then
we say that δ is a left cellular map (respectively a strongly left cellular map).
We define similarly the notions of right cellular and strongly right cellular pair or
map, as well as the notion of two-sided cellular pair or map.
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The case where µ is constant corresponds to [BoGe, Definition 4.1]. We will
see in the next section that there exist left cellular pairs (δ,µ) such that µ is not
constant.
3.A. Strongness. — It is unclear if there exist left cellular pairs or maps which
are not strongly left cellular. At least, we are able to show that this probably
cannot happen in finite Coxeter groups:
Proposition 3.2. — Assume that W is finite and that Lusztig’s Conjectures P4 and
P9 hold for (W,S,ϕ). Then any left (respectively right) cellular pair is strongly left
(respectively right) cellular.
Proof. — Assume that W is finite. Let (δ,µ) be a left cellular pair and let C be a
left cell of W . Let K denote the fraction field of A. Since the algebra KH = K ⊗AH
is semisimple, there exist two idempotents e and f of KH such that
KH ¶L C = KH e ⊕KH <LC and KH ¶L δ(C ) = KH f ⊕KH <Lδ(C ).
If w ∈C (respectively w ∈δ(C )), we write Cw = c ew +d
e
w
(respectively Cw = c
f
w +d
f
w )
where c e
w
∈ KH e and d e
w
∈ KH <LC (respectively c fw ∈ KH f and d
f
w ∈ KH <Lδ(C )).
Then, by hypothesis, the K -linear map δ∗ : KH e
∼
−→ KH f such that δ∗(c e
w
) =
µw c
f
δ(w ) for all w ∈C is an isomorphism of KH -modules.
Recall that any morphism of left KH -modules KH e → KH f is of the form
m 7→ m h for some h ∈ e KH f . So there exists h ∈ e KH f such that, for all w ∈ C ,
c e
w
h =µw c
f
δ(w ). In other words,
Cw h −µw Cδ(w ) = d
e
w
h −µw d
f
δ(w ).
Now, let Γ denote the two-sided cell containing C . By the semisimplicity of KH
and the fact that H L[C ] ≃H L[δ(C )], this forces δ(C ) to be contained in Γ. By P4
and P9, we then have d e
w
, d fδ(w ) ∈ KH <LRΓ, and so
Cw h −µw Cδ(w ) ∈ KH
<LRΓ.
In particular, δ(w )¶R w . Similarly, w ¶R δ(w ) and so δ(w )∼R w , as desired.
Note also the following result:
Proposition 3.3. — Let (δ,µ) be a left (respectively right) cellular pair and let w ∈W .
ThenL (δ(w )) =L (w ) (respectivelyR(δ(w )) =R(w )).
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Proof. — Let C denote the left cell of w and let s ∈S. Then s ∈L (w ) if and only if
C s c Lw = (v
ϕ(s )+ v −ϕ(s ))c L
w
. So the result follows from the fact that the map (δ,µ)C is
an isomorphism of leftH -modules.
3.B. Induction of cellular pairs. — The next result extends slightly [BoGe, The-
orem 6.2]. We present here a somewhat different proof, based on the results of
Section 2.
Theorem 3.4. — Let I be a subset of S and let (δ,µ) be a left cellular pair for (WI , I ,ϕI ).
Then (δL ,µL) is a left cellular pair for (W ,S,ϕ). If moreover (δ,µ) is strongly left cellular,
then (δL,µL) is strongly left cellular.
Proof. — The proof is divided in several steps:
• First step: construction and properties of an isomorphism of leftH -modules. Let C be
a left cell of WI . We denote by E (respectively E #) the set of elements w in WI such
that w ¶L C (respectively w <L C ). By Lemma 1.2 and Theorem 1.3, the families
(G I
w
)w∈X I ·E and (Cw )w∈X I ·E are A-basis ofHH
¶L C
I . Similarly, the families (G Iw )w∈X I ·E #
and (Cw )w∈X I ·E # are A-basis ofHH
<LC
I .
If w ∈ X I ·C , we denote by gIw (respectively c
I
w
) the image of G I
w
(respectively
Cw ) inHH
¶L C
I /HH
<LC
I . Again by Lemma 1.2,
H ⊗HI H
L
I
[C ]≃HH ¶L CI /HH
<LC
I .
Therefore, (gI
w
)w∈X I ·C and (cIw )w∈X I ·C can be viewed as A-bases ofH ⊗HI H
L
I [C ].
Since the pair (δ,µ) is left cellular, the A-linear map H LI [C ]→H
L
I [δ(C )], c Lw 7→
µw c
L
δ(w ) is an isomorphism of leftHI -modules. Therefore, the A-linear map
θ : H ⊗HI H
L
I [C ] −→ H ⊗HI H
L
I [δ(C )]
gI
w
7−→ µL,w g
I
δ(w )
is an isomorphism of leftH -modules.
Now, the left H -modules HH ¶L CI and HH
<LC
I are stable under the involu-
tion . So H ⊗HI H
L
I [C ] inherits an action of the involution . Similarly, H ⊗HI
H LI [δ(C )] inherits an action of the involution . Moreover, these two A-modules
(endowed with ) satisfy the hypotheses (I1), (I2), (I3) and (I4) of Section 2 (by
Theorem 1.3).
Also, it follows from the definition that the isomorphism θ commutes with this
involution. Therefore, θ (cI
w
) = θ (cI
w
) for all w ∈ X I ·C . Moreover, it follows from
Theorem 1.3 that
θ (cI
w
)≡µL,w g
I
δ(w )
mod ⊕x∈X I ·δ(C ) A<0g
I
x
.
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But the element cIδ(w ) is stable under the involution and, again by Theorem 1.3,
it satisfies
cI
δ(w )
≡ gI
δ(w )
mod ⊕x∈X I ·δ(C ) A<0g
I
x
.
Therefore, by Proposition 2.1,
(3.5) θ (cI
w
) =µL,w c
I
δ(w )
.
• Second step: partition into left cells. Now, assume that w ∼L w ′. According to
Corollary 1.4(b), there exists a unique cell C in WI such that w , w ′ ∈ X I ·C . By the
definition of ¶L and ∼L, there exist four sequences x1,. . . , xm , y1,. . . , yn , w1,. . . , wm ,
w ′
1
,. . . , w ′
n
such that: 
w1 = w ,wm = w ′,
w ′
1
= w ′,w ′
n
= w ,
∀ i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m −1}, hx i ,w i ,w i+1 6= 0,
∀ j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n −1}, hy j ,w ′j ,w ′j+1 6= 0.
Therefore, we have w ′ = wm ¶L · · ·¶L w2¶L w1 = w = w ′n ¶L · · ·¶L w
′
2
¶L w ′1 = w and
so w = w1 ∼L w2 ∼L · · · ∼L wm = w ′ = w ′1 ∼L w
′
2
∼L · · · ∼L w ′n = w . Again by
Corollary 1.4(b), w i , w ′j ∈ X I · C . So it follows from (3.5) that hx ,δL(w i ),δL (w i+1) =
µL,w iµL,w i+1hx ,w i ,w i+1 and hx ,δL(w ′j ),δL (w ′j+1) = µL,w ′jµL,w ′j+1hy j ,w ′j ,w ′j+1 for all x ∈ W . There-
fore, (
∀ i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m −1}, hx i ,δL (w i ),δL (w i+1) 6= 0,
∀ j ∈ {1,2, . . . ,n −1}, hy j ,δL (w ′j ),δL (w ′j+1) 6= 0.
It then follows that
δL(w ′) =δL(wm )¶L · · ·¶L δ
L(w2) ¶L δ
L(w1) =δ
L(w ) = δL(w ′
n
)
¶L · · ·¶L δ
L(w ′
2
)¶L δ
L(w ′
1
) =δL(w ′),
and so δL(w )∼L δL(w ′), as expected. So we have proved that
(∗) if w ∼L w
′, then δL(w )∼L δ
L(w ′).
Now, let δ1 : WI → WI be the map defined by δ1(x ) = x if x 6∈ δ(C ) and δ1(δ(x )) = x
if x ∈ C . Let µ1 : W → µ2 be defined by µ1,x = 1 if x 6∈ δ(C ) and µ1,δ(x ) = µx if x ∈ C .
Since left cellular maps can be defined “locally” (i.e. left cells by left cells), it is
easily checked that (δ1,µ1) is left cellular. So, applying (∗) to the pair (δ1,µ1) with
w and w ′ replaced by δL(w ) and δL(w ′), we obtain
(3.6) w ∼L w ′ if and only if δL(w )∼L δL(w ′).
• Third step: left cellularity. Now, let C ′ be a left cell in W . It follows from (3.6) that
δL(C ′) is also a left cell and it follows from (3.5) that the A-linear map H L[C ′]→
H L[δ(C ′)], c L
w
7→ µL,w c
L
δL (w )
is an isomorphism of leftH -modules. In other words,
(δL,µL) is left cellular.
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• Fourth step: strongness. Assume moreover that (δ,µ) is strongly left cellular. Let
w ∈W . Let us write w = ax with a ∈ X I and x ∈WI . Then δ(x )∼R x by (LC3) and
so δL(w ) = aδ(x )∼R ax = w by [Lu2, Proposition 9.11].
The next result extends slightly [Ge2, Lemma 3.8].
Corollary 3.7. — Let (δ,µ) be a left cellular pair for (WI , I ,ϕI ) and let a , b ∈ X I and x ,
y ∈WI be such that x ∼L y . Then
p I
a ,x ,b ,y
=µxµy p
I
a ,δ(x ),b ,δ(y )
.
Proof. — This follows from (3.5).
4. Action of the longest element
Hypothesis. We fix in this section a subset I ∈ Pf(S) such that
Lusztig’s Conjectures P1, P4, P8 and P9 hold for the triple
(WI , I ,ϕI ).
Example 4.1. — Recall from [Lu2, §15] that, if the weight function ϕI is constant,
then Lusztig’s Conjectures P1, P2, P3,. . . , P15 hold for (WI , I ,ϕI ). 
4.A. . — The following result (which is crucial for our purpose) has been proved
by Mathas [Ma] in the equal parameter case and extended by Lusztig [Lu3, The-
orem 2.3] in the unequal parameter case:
Theorem 4.2 (Mathas, Lusztig). — Let I ∈Pf(S) be such that Lusztig’s Conjectures
P1, P4, P8 and P9 hold for the triple (WI , I ,ϕI ). Then there exists a (unique) sign map
ηI : WI →µ2, w 7→η
I
w
and two (unique) involutions ρI and λI of the set WI such that, for
all w ∈WI ,
v αI (w )Tw I Cw ≡η
I
w
CρI (w ) modH
<ILR w
I
and v αI (w )Cw Tw I ≡η
I
w
CλI (w ) modH
<ILR w
I .
Note that λI =ρ
op
I , that ρI =λI ◦ωI and that
ρI (w )∼L w and λI (w )∼R w .
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If W itself is finite and if Lusztig’s Conjectures P1, P4, P8 and P9 hold for
(W,S,ϕ), then λS , ρS and ηS will simply be denoted by λ, ρ and η respectively.
Remark 4.3. — We will explain here why we only need to assume that Lusztig’s
Conjectures P1, P4, P8 and P9 hold for the above Theorem to hold (in [Lu3, The-
orem 2.5], Lusztig assumed that P1, P2,. . . , P14 and P15 hold). This will be a con-
sequence of a simplification of the proof of [Lu3, Lemma 1.13], based on the ideas
of [Bo1]. In particular, we avoid the use of the difficult Lusztig’s Conjecture P15
and the construction/properties of the asymptotic algebra.
So assume that Lusztig’s Conjectures P1, P4, P8 and P9 hold. We may, and we
will, assume that I =S (for simplifying notation). Let us write
Tw0Cy =
∑
x ¶L y
λx ,y Cx ,
with λx ,y ∈ A. Note that
T −1
w0
Cy =
∑
x ¶L y
λx ,y Cx .
By [Bo1, Proposition 1.4(a)],
deg(λx ,y )¶−α(x )with equality only if x ∼L y .
By [Bo1, Proposition 1.4(b)],
deg(λx ,y ) ¶ α(y ) with equality only if x ∼L y .
Assume now that x ∼L y . Then α(x ) =α(y ) by P4 and [Lu2, Corollary 11.7], so
deg(λx ,y )¶−α(y ) ¶ val(λx ,y ).
So
if x ∼L y , then v α(y )λx ,y ∈Z,
Thanks to P9, this is exactly the statement in [Lu3, Lemma 1.13(a)]. Note also
that [Lu3, Lemma 1.13(b)] is already proved in [Bo1, Proposition 1.4(c)].
One can then check that, once [Lu3, Lemma 1.13] is proved, the argument de-
veloped in [Lu3, Proof of Theorem 2.3] to obtain Theorem 4.2 does not make use
any more of Lusztig’s Conjectures. 
Remark 4.4. — In the equal parameter case, Mathas proved moreover that the
sign map w 7→ ηI
w
is constant on two-sided cells. However, this property does not
hold in general, as it can be seen from direct computations whenever W is of type
B3 (and ϕ is given by ϕ(t ) = 2 and ϕ(s1) = ϕ(s2) = 1, where S = {t ,s1,s2} and s1s2
has order 3). 
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Example 4.5. — Assume here that W is finite. Since {1} and {w0} are two-sided
cells, we have λ(1) = ρ(1) = 1 and λ(w0) = ρ(w0) = w0. Moreover, η1 = (−1)ℓ(w0) and
ηw0 = 1. 
4.B. Cellularity. — One of the key results towards a construction of an action of
the cactus group is the following:
Theorem 4.6. — Let I ∈Pf(S) be such that Lusztig’s Conjectures P1, P4, P8 and P9
hold for the triple (WI , I ,ϕI ). Then the pair (λI ,ηI ) (respectively (ρI ,ηI )) is strongly left
(respectively right) cellular.
Proof. — For simplifying notation, we may, and we will, assume that W is finite
and I =S. It is sufficient to prove that λ is strongly left cellular. First, (LC3) holds
by Theorem 4.2.
Let x and y be two elements of W such that x ∼L y . Let Γ (respectively C ) denote
the two-sided (respectively left) cell containing x and y . Then there exists x = x0,
x1,. . . , xm = y = y0, y1,. . . , yn = x in W and elements h1,. . . , hm , h ′1,. . . , h
′
n
ofH such
that Cx i (respectively Cy j ) appears with a non-zero coefficient in the expression of
h i Cx i−1 (respectively h ′j Cy j−1) in the Kazhdan-Lusztig basis for 1¶ i ¶m (respec-
tively 1¶ j ¶ n). Therefore, y = xm ¶L · · ·¶L x2¶L x1 = x = y ′n ¶L · · ·¶L y
′
2
¶L y ′1 = y
and so x i , y j ∈C . Hence, if we write
h i Cx i−1 ≡
∑
u∈Γ
βi ,u Cu modH
<LRΓ,
then βi ,x i 6= 0 and
v α(Γ)h i Cx i−1Tw0 ≡
∑
u∈Γ
v α(Γ)βi ,u Cu Tw0 modH
<LRΓ,
Therefore, by Theorem 4.2,
ηx i−1h i Cλ(x i−1) ≡
∑
u∈Γ
ηuβi ,u Cλ(u ) modH
<LRΓ,
and so λ(x i )¶L λ(x i−1). This shows that λ(y )¶L λ(x ) and we can prove similarly
that λ(x )¶L λ(y ). Therefore, λ(C ) is contained in a unique left cell C ′. But, simi-
larly, λ(C ′) is contained in a unique left cell, and contains C . So λ(C ) = C ′ is a left
cell. This shows (LC1).
Finally the map (λ,η)C :H L[C ]→H L[λ(C )], c Lw 7→ ηw c
L
λ(w ) is obtained through
the rightmultiplication by v α(Γ)Tw0 . Since this right multiplication commutes with
the left action ofH , this implies (LC2).
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Corollary 4.7. — Let I ∈Pf(S) be such that Lusztig’s Conjectures P1, P4, P8 and P9
hold for the triple (WI , I ,ϕI ). Then the pair (λLI ,η
I
L) (respectively (ρ
R
I ,η
I
R )) is strongly left
(respectively right) cellular.
Proof. — This follows from Theorems 3.4 and 4.6.
It must be noticed that the maps λLI and ρ
R
I depend on the weight function ϕ,
even if it is not clear from the notation. The canonicity of their construction shows
that, if σ : W →W is an automorphism such that σ(S) =S and ϕ ◦σ=ϕ, then
(4.8) σ ◦λL
I
=λL
σ(I )
◦σ and σ ◦ρR
I
=ρR
σ(I )
◦σ.
For instance, if W is finite, then ω0 : W →W satisfies the above properties and so
(4.9) ω0 ◦λLI =λ
L
ω0(I )
◦ω0 and ω0 ◦ρRI =ρ
R
ω0(I )
◦ω0.
Corollary 4.10. — Let I ∈ Pf(S) be such that Lusztig’s Conjectures P1, P4, P8 and
P9 hold for the triple (WI , I ,ϕI ) and let w ∈W . Then
ηI
R ,w
v αI ,R (w )Tw I Cw ≡CρRI (w ) modH
<RωI ,R (w )
I H
and ηI
L,w
v αI ,L (w )Cw Tw I ≡CλLI (w ) modHH
<LωI ,L (w )
I .
Proof. — It is sufficient to prove the second congruence. Let b ∈ X I and y ∈WI be
such that w = by (so that y = prIL(w )). By Theorem 1.3,
Cby ≡
∑
(a ,x )∈X I×WI
such that a ¶ b
and x ∼L y
p I
a ,x ,b ,y
Ta Cx modHH
<L y
I .
If x ∼L y , then aI (x ) = aI (y ) and aI (w I x ) = aI (w I y ) by P4, so it follows from Theo-
rem 4.2 that
ηI
y
v αI (y )Cby Tw I ≡
∑
(a ,x )∈X I×WI
such that a ¶ b
and x ∼L y
ηI
y
ηI
x
p I
a ,x ,b ,y
Ta CλI (x ) modHH
<L y
I .
But, by Corollary 3.7, p Ia ,x ,b ,y = ηIyη
I
x
pa ,λI (x ),b ,λI (y ), so
ηI
L,w
v αI ,L (w )Cw Tw I ≡CλLI (w ) modHH
<L y
I Tw I .
It then remains to notice that T−1
w I
Cx Tw I = CωI (x ) for all x ∈ WI , so that H
<L y
I Tw I =
Tw IH
<LωI (y )
I =H
<LωI (y )
I and the result follows.
An important consequence of the previous characterization is the following:
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Theorem 4.11. — Let I ∈Pf(S) be such that Lusztig’s Conjectures P1, P4, P8 and P9
hold for the triple (WI , I ,ϕI ) and let (δ,µ) be a strongly left (respectively right) cellular
pair. Then δ◦ρRI =ρ
R
I ◦δ (respectively δ◦λ
L
I =λ
L
I ◦δ). Moreover, η
I
R ,δ(w ) =µwµρRI (w )η
I
R ,w
(respectively ηIL,w =η
I
L,δ(w )) for all w ∈W .
Proof. — Assume that (δ,µ) is strongly left cellular. Let w ∈W . By (LC3), we have
δ(w )∼R w and so [Ge1, Theorem 1]
(∗) prR
I
(δ(w ))∼R pr
R
I
(w ).
Now, let us write
ηI
R ,w
v αI ,R (w )Tw I Cw ≡
∑
u∼L w
βu Cu modH
<L w ,
with βu ∈ A. Since (δ,µ) is left cellular, we get
µwη
I
R ,w
v αI ,R (w )Tw I Cδ(w )≡
∑
u∼L w
βuµu Cδ(u ) modH
<Lδ(w ).
But, by Corollary 4.10, we have
ηI
R ,w
v αI ,R (w )Tw I Cw ≡CρRI (w ) modH
<RωI (pr
R
I (w ))
I H
and ρRI (w )∼L w (because ρ
R
I is strongly right cellular by Corollary 4.7). Therefore,
βρRI (w ) =µwµρRI (w ). Again by Corollary 4.10, we get
ηI
R ,w
v αI ,R (w )Tw I Cδ(w )≡η
I
R ,w
ηI
R ,δ(w )
CρRI (δ(w )) modH
<RωI (pr
R
I (w ))
I H
(by using also (∗)). Combining these results, we get
CρRI (δ(w ))−η
I
R ,w
ηI
R ,δ(w )
µwµρRI (w )Cδ(ρRI (w )) ∈ ⊕z∈E1∪E2∪E3
ACz ,
where
E1 = {δ(u ) | u ∼L w and u 6=ρRI (w )},
E2 = {u ∈W | u <L δ(w )}
and E3 = {u ∈W | prRI (u )<R ωI (pr
R
I
(w ))}
(we have used the fact thatH <R vI H =⊕prRI (u )<R v ACu for all v ∈WI : this result is due
to Geck [Ge1], see Theorem 1.3). So, in order to prove that ρRI (δ(w )) = δ(ρ
R
I (w ))
and ηIR ,δ(w ) =µwµρRI (w )η
I
R ,w , we only need to show that δ(ρ
R
I (w )) 6∈ E1 ∪E2∪E3.
First, by definition, δ(ρRI (w )) 6∈ E1. Also, since ρ
R
I is strongly right cellular, we
get that ρRI (w ) ∼L w by (LC3) and so δ(ρ
R
I (w )) ∼L δ(w ) because δ is left cellular
(see (LC1)). So δ(ρRI (w )) 6∈ E2. Finally, δ(ρ
R
I (w ))∼R ρ
R
I (w ) because δ is strongly left
cellular (see (LC3)). So prRI (δ(ρ
R
I (w )) ∼R pr
R
I (ρ
R
I (w )) by [Ge1]. Since pr
R
I (ρ
R
I (w )) =
ρI (pr
R
I (w ))∼LR pr
R
I (w )∼LR ωI (pr
R
I (w )) (see [Lu3, Lemma 1.2]) and so δ(ρ
R
I (w )) 6∈ E3
by P4, P8 and P9.
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5. Action of the cactus group
We recall here the definition of the cactus group CactW associated with W . The
group CactW is the group with the following presentation:
• Generators: (τI )I∈Pir,f(S);
• Relations: for all I , J ∈Pir,f(S), we have:


(C1) τ2I = 1,
(C2) [τI ,τJ ] = 1 if WI∪J = WI ×WJ ,
(C3) τIτJ = τJτω J (I ) if I ⊂ J .
By construction, the map τI 7→ w I extends to a surjective morphism of groups
CactW ։W which will not be used in this paper. The main result of this paper is
the following:
Theorem 5.1. — Let I , J ∈Pir,f(S) be such that (HI ) and (HJ ) hold. Then:
(a) [λLI ,ρ
R
J ] = IdW .
(b) (λLI )
2 = (ρRI )
2 = IdW .
(c) If WI∪J = WI ×WJ , then [λLI ,λ
L
J ] = [ρ
R
I ,ρ
R
J ] = IdW .
(d) If I ⊂ J , then λLI λ
L
J =λ
L
Jλ
L
ω J (I )
and ρRI ρ
R
J =ρ
R
J ρ
R
ω J (I )
.
Proof. — (a) follows from Theorem 4.11, while (b) is obvious.
(c) Assume that WI∪J = WI ×WJ . We only need to prove that [λLI ,λ
L
J ] = IdW ,
the proof of the other equality being similar. Let w ∈W and write w = x w ′, with
x ∈X I∪J and w ′ ∈WI∪J . Since WI∪J = WI×WJ and so there exists w1 ∈WI and w2 ∈WJ
such that w ′ = w1w2 = w2w1. Note also that x w1 ∈ X J , xλI (w1) ∈ X J , x w2 ∈ X I and
xλJ (w2) ∈X I . Therefore,
λL
I
(λL
J
(w )) =λL
I
(x w1λJ (w2)) =λ
L
I
(xλJ (w2)w1) = xλJ (w2)λI (w1)
and, similarly,
λL
J
(λL
I
(w )) = xλI (w1)λJ (w2).
So [λLI ,λ
L
J ] = IdW , as desired.
(d) Assume here that I ⊂ J . It is easily checked that we may assume that W is
finite and J =S. Let w ∈W . Then
λL
S
(λL
I
(w )) = ρL
S
(ω0(λ
L
I
(w ))) by Theorem 4.2.
= ρSλ
L
ω0(I )
(ω0(w )) by (4.9),
= λL
ω0(I )
(ρS(ω0(w )) by (a),
= λL
ω0(I )
(λS(w )) by Theorem 4.2.
This proves the first equality and the second follows from a similar argument.
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Let SW denote the symmetric group on the set W and assume until the end of
this section that Lusztig’s Conjectures P1, P4, P8 and P9 hold for the triple (WI , I ,ϕI )
for all I ∈Pf(S). The statements (b), (c) and (d) of the previous Theorem 5.1 show
that there exists a unique morphism of groups
CactW −→ SW
τ 7−→ τL
ϕ
such that
τL
I ,ϕ
=λL
I
for all I ∈ Pir,f(S). Note that we have here emphasized the fact that the map de-
pends on ϕ. The same statements also show that there exists a unique morphism
of groups
CactW −→ SW
τ 7−→ τR
ϕ
such that
τR
I ,ϕ
=ρR
I
for all I ∈Pir,f(S). Moreover, Theorem 5.1(a) shows that both actions commute or,
in other words, that the map
(5.2)
CactW ×CactW −→ SW
(τ1,τ2) 7−→ τL1,ϕτ
R
2,ϕ
is a morphism of groups. Let us summarize the properties of this morphism
which are proved in this paper:
Theorem 5.3. — Assume that Lusztig’s Conjectures P1, P4, P8 and P9 hold for the
triple (WI , I ,ϕI ) for all I ∈ Pf(S). Let τ ∈ CactW . Then there exist two sign maps η
τ,ϕ
L :
W → µ2 and η
τ,ϕ
R : W → µ2 such that the pairs (τ
L
ϕ
,η
τ,ϕ
L ) and (τ
R
ϕ
,η
τ,ϕ
R ) are respectively
strongly left cellular and strongly right cellular.
Moreover, if τ′ ∈CactW , then [τLϕ ,τ
′R
ϕ
] = IdW .
Note that we do not claim that the sign maps in the above theorem are unique.
They are obtained by decomposing τ as a product of the generators and then com-
pose the cellular pairs according to this decomposition: the resulting sign map
might depend on the chosen decomposition. It must be added that the maps τL
ϕ
and τR
ϕ
depend heavily on ϕ (see for instance the case where |S|= 2 in Section 6).
Corollary 5.4. — If W is a finite Weyl group and ϕ is constant, then the above action
of CactW ×CactW coincides with the one constructed by Losev [Lo, Theorem 1.1].
Proof. — This follows from [Lo, Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 4.7].
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6. The example of dihedral groups
Hypothesis. In this section, and only in this section, we assume
that |S|= 2 and we write S = {s , t }. We denote by m the order of s t
and we assume that 3¶m <∞. We denote by σs ,t : W → W the
unique involutive automorphism of W which exchanges s and t .
Recall [Ge3, Proposition 5.1] that Lusztig’s Conjectures P1, P2,. . . , P15 hold in
this case, so that the maps λ and ρ are well-defined. We aim to compute explicitly
the maps λ and ρ. As we will see, the maps λ and ρ depend on the weight
function ϕ. We will also compute the sign map η and get the following result:
Proposition 6.1. — If |S| = 2 and W is finite, then the sign map η is constant on two-
sided cells.
We will need the following notation:
Γ= W \ {1,w0}, Γs = {w ∈ Γ | w s < s } and Γt = {w ∈ Γ | w t < t }.
Note that Γ= Γs ∪˙ Γt , where ∪˙ means disjoint union.
Remark 6.2. — Let
D = {w ∈W | a(w ) =−val(p ∗
1,w
)}.
From P13, there exists a unique map
d : W −→D
such that w ∼L dw for all w ∈ W . Its fibers are the left cells. Finally, it follows
from [Lu3, §2.6] that
(6.3) ρ(d ) = w0dw0d and λ(d ) = dw0d w0.
for all d ∈D. 
We define inductively two sequences (s i )i ¾ 0 and (t i )i ¾ 0 as follows:(
s0 = t0 = 1,
s i+1 = t i s and t i+1 = s i t , if i ¾ 0.
Note that s1 = s , t1 = t and sm = tm = w0. Then
(6.4) Γs = {s1,s2, . . . ,sm−1} and Γt = {t1, t2, . . . , tm−1}.
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6.A. The equal parameter case. — We assume here, and only here, that ϕ(s ) =
ϕ(t ) andwemay also assume thatA =Z andϕ(s ) =ϕ(t ) = 1 (see for instance [Bo2,
Proposition 2.2]). Then [Lu2, §8.7] the two-sided cells of W are
{1}, Γ and {w0}
while the left cells are
{1}, Γs , Γt and {w0}.
Note that w0Γ= Γw0 =Γ.
Proposition 6.5. — Assume that ϕ is constant. Then


λ(w ) =ρ(w ) = w , if w ∈ {1,w0}
λ(w ) =σs ,t (w )w0 if w 6∈ {1,w0}.
ρ(w ) = w0σs ,t (w ) if w 6∈ {1,w0}.
Moreover,
ηw =



(−1)m if w = 1,
1 if w = w0,
−1 if w 6∈ {1,w0},
Remark 6.6. — More concretely, the (non-trivial parts of) the maps λ and ρ are
given as follows. If 1¶ i ¶m −1, then:
(a) ρ(s i ) = sm−i and ρ(t i ) = tm−i .
(b) If m is even, then λ=ρ.
(b′) If m is odd, then λ(s i ) = tm−i and λ(t i ) = sm−i .
In particular, if m is even, then λ stabilizes all the left cells (but nevertheless in-
duces a non-trivial left cellular map) while, if m is odd, then λ exchanges the left
cells Γs and Γt (and stabilizes all the others). 
Proof. — By Theorem 4.2, we only need to compute ρ. It follows from Exam-
ple 4.5 that λ(1) =ρ(1) = 1, that λ(w0) =ρ(w0) = w0 and that η1 = (−1)m and ηw0 = 1.
Let us also recall the following result from [Lu2, §7]:
(∗) C t i C s =
(
C s2 if i = 1,
C s i+1 +C s i−1 if 2¶ i ¶m −1.
We will use (∗) to show by induction on i that ρ(s i ) = sm−i , that ρ(t i ) = tm−i and
that ηs i = ηt i = −1 (for 1¶ i ¶m − 1). Let us first prove it for i = 1. Note that
D ∩Γs = {s } and D ∩ Γt = {t } (see [Lu2, §8.7]). So it follows from (6.3) that ρ(s ) =
w0dw0s . But w0s ∈ Γt , so dw0s = t =σs ,t (s ). Therefore, ρ(s1) =ρ(s ) = w0σs ,t (s ) = sm−1,
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as desired. Applying the automorphism σs ,t , we get ρ(t1) = tm−1. Note also that
a(w ) = a(w0w ) for all w ∈ Γ (because w0Γ = Γ). Moreover, ηs = ηt = −1 by [Lu3,
Theorem 2.5].
Now, by using (∗), we get C s2 =C t s =C t C s and
Tw0C s2 = Tw0C t C s ≡ −C tm−1C s modH
<LRΓ
≡ −C sm−2 modH
<LRΓ.
So ρ(s2) = sm−2 and ηs2 =ηs1 =−1. Applying the automorphism σs ,t , we get ρ(t2) =
tm−2 and ηt2 =−1.
Now, assume that 2¶ i ¶m − 2 and that ρ(s i ) = sm−i , that ρ(t i ) = tm−i and that
ηs i =ηt i =−1. Then, by using (∗), we get
Tw0C s i+1 = Tw0(C t i C s −C s i−1) ≡ −C tm−i C s +C sm+1−i modH
<LRΓ
≡ −C sm−1−i modH
<LRΓ.
So ρ(s i+1) = sm−1−i and ηs i+1 = ηs i = −1. Applying the automorphism σs ,t , we get
ρ(t i+1) = tm−1−i and ηt i+1 =−1. This completes the computation of ρ.
Remark 6.7. — Note that the left cellular map λ obtained here is exactly the left
cellular map w 7→ w˜ defined by Lusztig [Lu1, §10]. If m = 3, this is the ∗-operation
defined by Kazhdan and Lusztig [KaLu]. See also [BoGe, Remark 4.3 and Exam-
ple 6.3]. 
6.B. The unequal parameter case. — Assume here, and only here, that ϕ(s ) <
ϕ(t ). Note that this forces m to be even (and m ¾ 4). We write a = ϕ(s ) and
b =ϕ(t ). We set
Γ<
s
=Γs \ {s }, Γ
<
t
=Γt \ {w0s } and Γ< =Γ<s ∪˙ Γ
<
t
.
Then [Lu2, §8.8] the two-sided cells of W are
{1}, {s }, Γ<, {w0s } and {w0}.
The left cells are
{1}, {s }, Γ<
s
, Γ<
t
, {w0s } and {w0}.
Note that
Γ<
s
= {s2,s3, . . . ,sm−1} and Γ<t = {t1, t2, . . . , tm−2}.
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Proposition 6.8. — Assume that ϕ(s )<ϕ(t ). Let m ′ = m/2. Then
λ(w ) =ρ(w ) = w , if w ∈ {1,s ,w0s ,w0},
λ(s2i ) =ρ(s2i ) = sm−2i if 1¶ i ¶m ′−1,
λ(s2i+1) =ρ(s2i+1) = sm+1−2i if 1¶ i ¶m ′−1,
λ(t2i ) =ρ(t2i ) = tm−2i if 1¶ i ¶m ′−1,
λ(t2i−1) =ρ(t2i−1) = tm−1−2i if 1¶ i ¶m ′−1.
Moreover,
ηw =



1 if w ∈ {1,w0},
(−1)m
′ if w ∈ {s ,w0s },
−1 if w 6∈ {1,s ,w0s ,w0}.
Proof. — First, note that λ=ρ because w0 is central in W . The facts that λ(w ) = w
if w ∈ {1,s ,w0s ,w0}, that η1 =ηw0 = 1 and that ηs =ηw0s = (−1)m
′ are obvious. Also,
let δ<
s ,t
: W →W be the map defined by
δ<
s ,t
(w ) =
(
w if w ∈ {1,s ,w0s ,w0},
w s if w 6∈ {1,s ,w0s ,w0}.
Then δ<
s ,t
is strongly left cellular [BoGe, Example 6.5] so, by Theorem 4.11, it
commutes with ρ. In other words,
(∗) ∀ w ∈ Γ<, ρ(w s ) =ρ(w )s .
Recall from [Lu2, Proposition 7.6 and §8.8] that D ∩ Γ<
s
= {s3} and D ∩ Γ<t = {t }.
Note also that a(w ) = a(w0w ) for all w ∈ Γ< (because Γ< = w0Γ<). It follows
from (6.3) that ρ(t ) = w0s3 = tm−3, and it follows from [Lu3, Theorem 2.5] that
ηt = −1. Similarly, ρ(s3) = w0t = sm−1 and ηs3 = −1. Using (∗), we get that
ρ(t2) = ρ(s3s ) = sm−1s = tm−2 and ρ(s2) = ρ(t1s ) = tm−3s = sm−2, as desired. So
we have proved that
ρ(s2) = sm−2, ρ(s3) = sm−1, ρ(t1) = tm−3 and ρ(t2) = tm−2
and that
ηs2 =ηs3 =ηt1 =ηt2 =−1.
Now, let ζ= v a−b + v b−a . It follows from [Lu2, Lemma 7.5 and Proposition 7.6]
that
C t i C s t =
(
C t i+2 +ζC t i if i ∈ {1,2},
C t i+2 +ζC t i +C t i−2 if 3¶ i ¶m −1.
Using this multiplication rule and the same induction argument as in Proposi-
tion 6.5, we get the desired result.
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Remark 6.9. — Assume here, and only here, that ϕ(s )>ϕ(t ). Using the automor-
phism σs ,t which exchanges s and t , we deduce from Proposition 6.8 that:
λ(w ) =ρ(w ) = w , if w ∈ {1, t ,w0t ,w0},
λ(s2i ) =ρ(s2i ) = sm−2i if 1¶ i ¶m ′−1,
λ(s2i−1) =ρ(s2i−1) = sm−1−2i if 1¶ i ¶m ′−1,
λ(t2i ) =ρ(t2i ) = tm−2i if 1¶ i ¶m ′−1,
λ(t2i+1) =ρ(t2i+1) = tm+1−2i if 1¶ i ¶m ′−1.
Moreover, ηw =



1 if w ∈ {1,w0},
(−1)m
′ if w ∈ {t ,w0t },
−1 if w 6∈ {1, t ,w0t ,w0}.
This completes the proof of Proposition 6.1. 
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